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Craig Green remains the answer to the question “What is brilliant in
British menswear right now?” according to the Guardian. The designer
has
recently shown
his
new
collection
that
gives
emphasis
to attention
of
detail,
freedom
in
form
and neoromanticism juxtaposed with energy and power. Red, white, blue,
orange, yellow and green monochrome looks, a variety in lines and
textures reminiscent of work apparel and martial arts uniforms,
symbolic notations on identity and gender and minimal androgynous
figures complement the British designer’s proposals for SS 2016.
Craig Green's third solo show was recently presented at London
Collections: Men through the NEWGEN MEN initiative, shortly after
the launch of his first AW15 campaign that has been photographed by
Nick Knight. The collection can now be seen in Paris at London
Show Rooms Men from June 26th to June 30th.
Atopos cvc has been following and supporting Craig Green through the
‘Mon Petit Chou’ project since the beginning of his career.‘Mon
Petit Chou’ is a project created by Atopos to observe and to assist
in a supportive and collaborative way the progress of emerging young
artists from the beginning of their careers. In return, the artists
provide Atopos with examples of their work which then becomes part
of the Atopos Collection.
Craig Green is presently participating in “China: Through the
Looking Glass” exhibition at the Μetropolitan Museum of Art, New
York, until August 2015. Furthermore, Atopos is currently exhibiting
from its collection a selection of his work from his very first show
up to his most recent as part of the Atopos Unlocked program.
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